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General Features of the Confinerrent Problem

I should like to begin IT¥ talk by discussing sene
general features of the confinenent problem, folIating
which I shall outline a selection of cmtributions made
during the past year.

Nature of the Vacuum in the Confined Phase

M:>st if not all workers en the subject are nav in
agreetTelt as to the general properties of the vacuum in
a confired system. At the present tine, various rrech
anisrns have been suggested whereby the vacuum actually
acquires such properties but I believe it is fair to
say that none of these mechanisms has receiverl general
recognition as being the correct one.

'!he confinetTelt vacuum is characterizerl by the
inability of color electric flux to lose energy by I
spreading out, as was originally suggested by 't Hooft
and Kogut and Susskind. 2 If two quarks are separated

containing the quarks and the electric flux associated
with them,surro\IDded by a superconducting region into
which the flux cannot penetrate. '!his is the structure
described phenOlet101ogically by the M.I.T. or S.L.A.C.
bag, and in the related, saravhat less phencm:mological
IIDdel l of lee and Friedberg ..

An ordinary superconductor may be regarded as a
coherent superposition of charg:g ci:>jects (Cc:x:>oor pairs
or Higgs particles). Marrlelstam and 't Hoofto pro
posed that the confined phase might be realized as a
coherent superposition of magnetic rronopoles. (A non
Abelian theory differs fran an Abelian theory in that
rronopo1e-like states may be censtructed fran the fields
therrselves; they do not have to be introduced explic
itly.) I should rlC1N like to refer to sate nore general
work by 't Hooft, 7 ,8 which explores the superconductor
confinem:mt analogy.

A nunber of years ago, Wilson9 proposed charac
terizingthe confinerrent vacuum by the operator

(1)

It Hooft proposed constructing a similar operator
(M) for creating a tube of magnetic flux. 'nle ana
logue of (2) would· be

As far as we are aware, Eqs. (3) provide the only
gauge-invariant definition of canp1ete Higgs synnetry
breaking. Physically, a system with canplete Higgs
breaking is one which can support vortices of magnetic
flux.

For an SU (2) gauge theo:ry in a phase without
massless particles, It Hooft showed that the cnd:>ina-

the integration to be taken round a large closed curve.

rrhe Ta,S are the SU(N) generalizations of the Pauli
matrices. '!he syrrbol : irxlicates that the exp0-
nential is to be expanded and the TiS ordered along
the path. '!he operator (1) sinply creates an electric
flux tube, of strength equal to the color charge on ooe
quark, along the path of integration. We have noted
that such tubes exist as physical ci:>jects in a confined
vacuum. Hence, if the tube were infinitely long in a
given direction, one could characterize the confine
rrent vacuum as being an eigenstate of the nunber of
such tubes. ('!he nunber is, in fact, only defined
IIDdulo N.) '!he matrix elenBlt <olwlo> would there
fore vanish in a confinarent vacuum. If the tube,
instead of being infinite, were along a large loop, we
would expect the matrix e1eroont to be small. Closer
examinaticn shCMS that "small" rooansExp. {-const. A},
"not small" means Exp. {-const • p}, where A and P
refer to the area and perineter of the loop. '!hus

confinement, (2a)

Ccxrplete Higgs
breaking (3a)

No Confinenent. (2b)

No carplete Higgs
breaking (3b)

<OIMlo> = Exp {-canst. p}

<oIMlo> = Exp {-canst. A}

<olwlo> = Exp {-oonst. A},

<olwlo> = Exp {-canst. p},

FIG. 1. Tube of flux between two quarks.

by a large distance, they will t."1us be joined by a tube
of flux. Since the flux carries energy, the system
will possess an energy proportional to the distance
between the quarks, and we have confinement. '!he tube
of flux represents the "string" of the dual rro:lel--a
rro:lel found to be successful qualitatively but not
quantitatively, in explaining many features of hadron
physics.

'!he behavior just discussed is precisely the ana
logue, with electric and magnetic quantities inter
changed, of the behavior in an ordincuy supercmductor
or, what is the sane thing, in a system with cooplete
Higgs synnetJ:y breaking. (By Higgs breaking we do not
necessarily inply that actual Higgs particles are pre
sent; we refer to the type of synnetJ:y breaking exem
plified thereby.) An ordincuy superconductor repels
magnetic flux. It is pa:;sible to force magnetic flux
into a superconductor and, if one does so, it is
squeezed into quantized vortices containmg 27Tn units,

g
n being an integer. (FOr a non-Abelian theory, n is
only defined rrDdulo N.) In fact, magnetic vortices in
the ordinalY superconducting system were studied first,
by Nielsen am. Olesen3 and Narrbu. 4 '!he extension to
electric vortices was made later.

Within the magnetic vortex, the vacuum is in a
nonnal, not a superccnducting tilase. Similarly, the
vacuum within an electric vortex is in the nonnal, not
the confined phase. '!he situation represented by
Fig. 1 is for well-separated quarks ; it describes
resonances of high angular-rrarentum, where the centrif
ugal force keeps the quarks apart. For light hadrons
the length of the vortex may be canparable to its
width. In any case, we have a region of nomal phase
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FIG. 2. Planar and non-planar diagrartB.

In that limit planar diagrams, no matter hON carp1i....
cated, are all equally irrportant, but non-planar dia
grams are dONn by factors of WI. Furthenrore, diagrams
centaining quark loops are also da-m.

Polyakov had originally hoped to understand oon
finerrent by considering the vacuum as a Euclidean four
dirrensional plasma of instantons. Unfort\mately the
short-range nature of .instantons in four dinEnsions
appears to rule out such a possibility. As far as I am
aware, there is general agreerrent on this point. In
the above staterrents, it has been assurced that the
infra-red divergenre has been cut off by limiting the
instanton size. One cannot say that infinitely large
instantons could not give confin.enent but, at present,
it appears that one cannot handle such instantons tmti.l
the confinement problem is solved.

In 1977, Callan, Dashen and Grossl3 suggested that
it might be possible to understand confinement by sup
posing the vacuum to be a four-dinalsional plasma of
nerons. 'Ihese objects are obtained by srroothing out
the sin~ar solutions of De Alfaro, Fubini and
Furlan! and, unlike instantons, they do not satisfy
the field equations everywhere. 'IWo nerons are topol
ogically equivalent to one instanton, hence their narre.
~rons are long-range ct>jects. '!he fields associated
with them falloff like r-2 at large r. A neron plasma
may therefore confine; in fact,· a fixed-tine cross
section of a neron plasma is essentially the roonopole
plasma rrentioned earlier.

At the present tine, quantitative calculations
involving rrerons have not been perforrred. M:>re recent
ly, C.D.G. lS suggested that there might be an inter
rrediate scale of distances where semi.-weak-coupling
calculations (perturbation theory + instantons) were
adequate, and which might include the radii of lav
lying hadrons. At larger distances, where confinarent

The Instanton Vacuum

In lavest order, a "string" consisting of a flux line
stretched between a quark and an anti-quark would not
separate into two strings. Hence if we could under
stand confinerrent in the l/N approxirration, we should
also understand several predictions of the string
node1 , such as

i) '!he narrowness of rreson resonances,
ii) '!he existence of exchange-degenerate rreson

trajectories,
iii) '!he Iizuka-okubo-ZWeig rule.

In general, we should understand why quark coup
lings are weak. Lipkin had, in fact, suggested the
l/N approxirration as an explanation for weak quark
couplings in 1968.

SinCE nature appears to possess the features rren
tioned above, we may suppose that the lIN expansion is
reasonably accurate for N = 3.

In two dirrensions (1 space + 1 t.ine) , one can
solve Q.C.D. without making any approxirrations besides
the lIN approximation. l2 '!he solution exhibits many of
the features found in the real world, and provides a
ItDde! useful for many purposes. In two dirrensions
confinerrent is autanatic; the attractive Coularb
potential between a quark and an anti-quark increases
proportionally to the distance. '!he two-dinalsional
rrolel can therefore not help us understand confinerrent
in four dinEnsions.

At present it does not appear possible to solve
Q.C.D in four dirrensions without making approximations
in addition to the l/N approxirration. Nevertheless,
the lIN limit will prcbably still provide a sinplifica
tion, and this limit certainly helps us to understand
many features qualitatively.

FollCMing these general remarks, I should like to
sumnarize sate contributions made during the past year.
My selection criteria can at best be arbitrary, as I am
forced to anit several interesting contributions. I
shall limit rrw selection to papers concerning Q.C.D as
such. lJWo-dirrensional or lattice IIDdels will be ex
cluded except where their results are innediately rele
vant to Q.C.D.

(4)N -+ 00, g -+ 0, g~ fixed.

tions (2a), (3b) or (2b), (3a) were the only ones
possible. In other words, \ve have carplete Higgs sym
netty breaking or confinerrent.

If we allCM massless particles, two nore phases
are possible (as far as we knCM). '!he four possible
phases are thus

i) '!he "~rtw:bation theo:r:y" phase with physical
massless gluons.

ii) 'nle "Georgi-GlashCM" phase, with partial Higgs
synnetry breaking and a remaining U(1) invar
iant group. '!he phase contains charges and
It Hoeft nonopoles as well as photons.

iii) '!he phase with cx:nplete Higgs synnet:r:y break
ing which can support vortices of magnetic
flux. Such vortices would appear as particles
or resonances.

iv) 'nle Iilase with confinerrent, which can support
vortices of electric flux.

In all this work, we notice a striking .duality
between electric and magnetic quantities. Phases i)
and ii) are synnetrical tmder electric-magnetic inter
change, phases iii) and i v) transfonn into one another
under sum interchange. I have studied the. question of
electric-magnetic duality and have care to the conclu
simlO that there is cx:nplete duality as long as one
asks kinematic questicns, i •e., as long as one does not
ask for the. precise fonn of the Hamiltonian. As far as
we knCM, there is no dynamic .duality • '!he elementa:r:y
particles are electrically, not magnetically changed.

't Hoeft also studied the case of (2+1) dinEnsions
in detail. 'nle system is rON sinpler, since the mag
netic vortices are replaced by particles, and the
characterization (3) is replaced by the presence or
absence of a global conservation law (nodulo N) for
such particles. Transfonnation between the Higgs and
carbined phase corresponds to the particles becaning
tachyonic . It Hoeft constructed a sinple (2+1) -di.nen
sirnal Irode1 in which these features were realized.

let us finally enphasize that the above remarks,
am much of the work to be described later, refer to a
system without actual quarks. In rrost treatments· of
e<nfi.nene1t, quarks are introduced later, on the
assunption that quark couplings are weak.. If quark
couplings had been streng, the quark nodel· would prcb
ably not have worked; a ba:r:yon, for exarrple, would have
consisted of a large nurrber· M of quarks, and M-3 anti
quarks. 'nle question of why quark couplings may be
regarded as weak brings up to our next .general topic.

'!he lIN Expansion

It Hoeftll has pointed out that non-Abelian SU (N)
theories simplify if we ccnsider the limit
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forces carre into play, ~rtw:bation theoIY would be
carpletely inadequate.

C.O.G. based their treat:rrent on the instanton
plasma in an external electric field. As instantons
are the four-di.nensional analogue of magnetic dipoles,
the plasma. would be paramagnetic-].l and £-1, which are
equal by IDrentz invariance, would be greater than me.
'!he external field therefore reduces the instanton den
sity . ~e reduction is rrost irrportant for large
instantoos, and a sufficiently strong field cuts off
the well-kna-m infra-red divergence.

rrhe curve of 0 against E is sha-m in Fig. 3.

o

E

FIG. 3. Plot of 0 against E in the C.O.G. calcu
latirn.

When E is large the instanton density is small, and
o ~ E. As D and E are reduced, E becrnes larger than
0; ultimately the infra-red divergence takes over and
E approaches infinity. With an infra-red cutoff, the
curve would tum back and pass through the origin.

For a reasonable cutoff, C.O.G. find that o/E, or
£, approaches 1/10 as 0 and E approach zero. Iecalling
that c<nfinenent is the electric-magretic dual of
superconductivity, whidl is saret.ines defined as per
fect diamagnetism, we can interpret a zero value of £

as canfinenent. C.O.G. conjecture that a plasma in
which an instanton was allaNed to "split" into two
rrerons would give a value 00 instead of 1/10 for £.

The curve of 0 against E would then be represented by
the dotted line for small E.

rrhe curve in Fig. 3 naN recalls the PV curve for
a fluid and, in fact, it inplies the existence of a
first-order phase transition. If the vertical dashed
line in Fig. 3 is drawn so that the two areas between
it am the DE curve are equal, the system could. exist
in two phases represented by the points 1 and 2.
Phase 2 is the nonnal phase (£ ~ 1) , with noo-zero
electric flux density, which exists within the hadron;
Ibase 1 is the coofining phase (s = 0) with zero flux
which surrotmds the hadron.

In order to calculate the energy density of the
confining phase (the "bag constant"), it would be
necessary to handle high-density plasmas of instantons
and neroI'lS'I C.O.G. do not atterrpt such a calculation.
For the rest, they regard their work as a justificaticn
of the M.I.T. bag calculations,but do not feel that
they have yet taken it to a point where they can refine
the calculation. '!hey make an estimate of the thick
ness of the layer which separates the two phases at
the botmdary of a hadron, and conclude that it is
small cx:npared with the hadronic radius. In a nore
recent paper,l6 C.O.G. calculate the running coupling

constant, as a function of distance , given by the
instanton plasma. They find that their calculation
provides a reasonably gcx:x1 interpolation bebveen the
short-distance renonnalization-group behavior and the
large-distance behavior given by the strong-coupling
lattice-gauge theory. They thus concltrle that instan
ton effects are sufficient to take us into the strong
coupling regime.

Baryons in the lIN Approximation

'!he fact that a baryon consists of N quarks makes
the lIN approximation less straightforward for baryons
t..l-}an for roosons. Each vertex gives rise to a factor
w~, but there are N such vertices for each interaction
involving one baryon.

Wittenl ? has shown that it is nevertheless IX>ssi
ble to treat baryons in the lIN approximation; I may
remark in passing that his paper provides a very clear
outline of the lIN awroximation itself. '!he wave
function of a baryon is syrrnetric in all variables
except color. One may therefore neglect color and,
instead, pretend that the quarks were bosons. As one
can put all the particles in the sane state, the den-
sity increases with N. '!he interaction of a given
quark with any other quark is snaIl, but the intercction
with all quarks together is not. Under these circum
stances, quantun fluctuations average out, and one may
replace the (N - 1) quarks interacting with the given
quark by a (color) charge cloud. Witten shavs that
such a Hartree-like approximation becares exact in the
limit N -+ 00.

As with rresons, one can perfonn calculations with
out further approximation in two-dinensional Q.C.O., and
one can obtain qualitative infonnation about four
diJIensional Q.C.O. '!he average kinetic energy and the
average potential energy of each quark approaches a
constant limit as N approaches infinity, so that the
baryon mass becanes protx:>rtional to N.

Witten also considers baryon interactions. '!he
baryon-baryon and the baryon-rreson S-matrices remain
finite as N approaches infinity, unlike the rreson-rreson
S-matrix which approaches zero. ('!he question of baryon
widths is still unsettled.) According to the string
picture, the interactions involving each string are

FIG. 4. String nodel of a baryon.

weak, but there are a large number of strings. As the
form of the baryon itself depends onN, it is difficult
to see heM we could obtain a string picture as a liN
limit. This may perhaps explain why the original dual
roodel was so Imlch rrore successful in dealing with reesons
than with baryons.

Witten shavs that the cross-section for the reac
tion neson + meson ++ baryon + anti-baryon, at fixed
baryon velocity, behaves like e4-1 for large N. This
is because N 00 pairs have to be created simul
taneously . On the ot.her· hand, the cross-section for
the reaction at fixed baryon nonentum approaches a
constant; annihilation at rest is not forbidden.
'!he behavior of the scattering and annihilation reac
tions do not contradict crossing syrrmetl:y.
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Phases of Gauge rrheories. witil Fields in the
Ftmdatrental :Eepresentation

'!he next contribution concerns calculations ~9

Fradkin and Shenkerl8 and by Banks and Rabinovici
in a lattice-gauge theory with fields which trans
fom like the fundamental representation of the gauge
group, i.e., quark-like fields. Recall that the
conventional treatment of confinerrent assurres that
there are no particles in the fundamental represen
tation, i.e., no quark-like particles. Actual quarks
are later introduced perturhatively.

If quark-like particles are present, a vortex
at electric flux can break up by the creation of 00
pairs (Fig. 5). '1he vacuum can no longer support

B

FIG. 5. Break-up of a vortex of electric flux
by the creation of 00 pairs •

such vortices, and the Wilscn integral behaves like
e-P-a feature that has been stressed by Susskind.
In fact our ability to recognize confinanent eJq?eri
mentally depends either on the existence' of conserved
quantum ntmbers external to Q.e.D. (bal:yon ntmber
and flavor) or on the weakness of quark couplings.
tItle latter feature gives rise to near-linear Regge
trajectories associated with strings of flux.

In the Weinberg-Salam roode1, the quark-like
fields acquire non-zero va~ctationvalues.
If the coupling is weak we urrlerstand the meaning of
this stat.enent and can deduce quantitative results
fran it. But, in general, no one has fotmd a gauge
invariant, and therefore Iilysical1y meaningful,
definition of the Weinberg-Salam vacuum. '!he criterion
used for cx:xnp1ete Higgs syrmetry breaking by adjoint
representation (non-quark) fields, nanely the ability
to support vortices of magnetic flux (Nielsen-Olesen
vortices) does not apply here. In the presence of
actual fundanental-representaticn (quark-like) fields
Wlthout "externaI" ·oonserved quantum nurrbers, there
appears to be no fundarrental distinction between
the confinenent artdWeinberg...;.Salam I;hases.

Fradkin and Shenker and· Banks and Rabinovici
examined, inter alia, an Abelian lattice gauge node!
with the action

where D is the Wilson link operator. If S is large,
<P has a preferred phase and we have a Higgs vacuum;
if S is small we do not. '!his ~O had previously
been s~~ed by EinhO~ and Savit, Israel and
Nappi, and Sinclair, 2 who shewed that the Wilson
criterion no longer awlied.

In Fig. 6, the weak-coupling Higgs region is

FIG. 6. Phase diagram for the Abelian lattice
Higgs m:rlel.

the large 8, small g region; the strong-coup1ing
oonfinerrent region is the small 8, large g region.
Fradkin and Shenker ShCMed that, within the shaded
region, which joins the Higgs and confi.nenent regions,
all Green I s ftmctions are analytic. . '!he Weinberg
Salam and oonfinenent phases are thus not differen
tiated. '!here is a second phase, the ordinary
perturbation theot:y phase with real photons.

In the case where the matter field is multiply
d1.arged, which corresponds to a noo-Abe1ian theory
with non-qua1X-like Higgs particles, Fradkin and
Shenker found that the Weinberg-Salam and confinerrent
phases were distinct.

'!hus, in an SU(2) theory with quark-like field
and no extraneous conserved quantities, the phase
classification will be

i) the perturbatioo theoxy phase,
ii) the Georgi-GlashCM !base,
iii) the phase with CClIPlete Higgs synnetry

breaking by non-qua1X-like fields. '!his
phase supports Nielsen-Qlesen vortices.

iv) the lr\'einberg-Salam-oonfinenent phase.
Phase i v) has no long-range order. 'lhis has

led Banks and Fabinovici19 to re-examine the possible
"decanfinerrent" which is expected to occur at high
terrperatures. In a lattice nrde! with quark-like
fields, they conclude that such deconfinerrent does
not occur. It is an q:en qtEstioo whether the exist
ence of external cxnserved quantum ntmbers changes
this last oonclusion.

Non-Abelian Gauge 'lheories and the Dual String

During the past year, there has been considerable
activity in the direction of formulating gauge-theoIY
dynamics in tents of Wilson loop operators. Prggress
has been made by Gervais, Jaeckel am Neveu,23,24,2S
pOlyakovf6 ,27 ~fakeenko and Migdal28 ,29 and Eguchi. 30

'!he rovious question is whether these operators
satisfy equations similar, or possibly identical,
to those of the string creation operators of the dual
nndel.

'!he string operators are ftmctionals of the path
P == xlJ(s) , whose s is an amitrary paraneter which
varies alcng the string. '!hey satisfy the equations
(see Fig. 7)

2 + __1_ {a~(S)}2o lJJ{P) ~ lJJ{p} = Inter- (Sa)
{ox {s)}2 4~a2 s action terms,

II

ax (s) 0--r ODST lJJ{p} 0 (Sb)
II
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'!he instanton nurrber is a topological invariant
defined by the integral

.p

FIG. 7. refinition of quantities in Eqs. (5) •

'!he constant ex is the slope of the Iegge trajectories.
'!he interaction term;, which have not been vrritten
dGlIl, represent the breaking, joining and recarbina
tion of strings.

We first treat the non-Abelian field without
quarks. For the classical non-Abelian field, Gervais
and Neveu shav that Eqs. (5) , without the second tenn
on the left and the interaction tenn, are satisfied.
In the quantized theoxy, Migdal and Polyakov ootain,
fonnally, an extra tenn,

ax (s) ax (t) 1
g~ fdt o{xjl(s) - xjl(t)~~ Tr{ N 1jJ(Pl )

ex 1 ex
x T N ljJ(P2) T }

(6)

Havever, the expression (6) is a topological invariant
only if we impose the boundm:y condition Fr2 -+ 0, r -+ 00.

In a confining theory, the vacuum fluctuations of
the fields cannot satisfy this requirenent, other-
wise the Wilson critericn would not be fulfilled.
Q1e may therefore seriously question the importance
of instantons in a confined theory.

witten ,proposed studying the question by examin
ing the dependence en the coupling constant of effects
usually associated with instantons. '!he only variable
pgrameter is the N of SU (N); if N -+ 00, g2N -+ const.,
g2 would be proportional to N-. A real or effective
tenn 8F11VF11V could be present in the Lagrangian
due to instantons, in whi~ case its effects would
be proportional to exp(-g ) or exp(-N). It could
also occur due to the failure of the boundary corrlition
Fr2 -+ 0, when its effects would depend on a pcMer of
N. Exarrples of such effects are CP violation and
8-dependence of the vacuum (in a system without mass
less quarks), or the n mass (in a system with massless
quarks). _N 1

'!he CJ:T'- IIDdel possesses features analogous to
all those just rrentioned for Q.C.D. without quarks
and in addition, it can be solved in the l/N
approximation. '!he Lagrangian is

is a topological invariant provided n. -+- const. at
large x. '!here are instanton solution§ with non-zero
topological charge. "32 33

D'Mda, DiVecchia and Luscher ' have solved
the cPN-l nodel in the lIN approximation. We shall
not discuss their results, except to rrention that
the boundm:y condition <p -+ canst., r -+ 00, turns
out not to be fulfilled. '!he solution is thus
analogous to the confined phase in Q.C.D.

Witten has shCMn that an effective Lagrangian,
which may be used to solve the theory in the lIN
approximaticn, has no instantons. He also shCMed
that the 8-dependence of the massei involved a
factor N-2/3 am not e-N. '!he cPN- roodel thus
appears to indicate that instantons may not be rele
vant in the confined ~ase.

Berg and Ltlscher 4 have succeeded in solving
the prci>lem ~f the exact (ncn-dilute) instanton gas
for the ~- rocx:1el, and in eliminating the infra-red
divergence. 'lheir results are the sane as those of
the instanton-free calculations just mentioned.
rttle instanton gas is infinitely dense, and the large
instantons have evidently destroyed the topological
distinction between states of different instanton
number. Sum an approach appears to be impossible
in Q.e.D., where exact classical solutions exist for
only a very limited class of multi....instanton solutions.
In any case, explicit !ytrcxluction o~ instantons is
unnecessaxy in the cPN IIDdel and, J.f one does
attempt to parametrize the important configurations
by !leans of instantons, ore cannot use the dilute-gas
approximation and one must be able to handle the
infra-red divergence.

where 1jJ(P
l

) and 1jJ(P
2

) are the untraced Wilson-loop
operators for the paths between s and t and between
t and s respectively. There may be additional
o-function tenns due to short-distance singularities
of operator products. '!he delta functions could
give a contribution when s and t are adjacent fX)ints
and when a string crosses itself. With suitable
interpretation, these two contributions give the miss
ing tenns in F,q. (5) for closed strings. HCMever,
the manipulation of singular quantities is not
straightfo:rward and, at this tine, no group claims
to have a definitive result.

If the closed-string nodel is derived fran the
pure gauge theoxy, with couplings of order WI, it
will certainly give us much rrore insight into the
N = 00 limit,· but it will not represent a solution of
the theoxy in this limit, at any rate without further
work. '!he simple solution of the string equation
has a tachyon and violates the Froissart bound, so
it must correspond to the wrong vacuum. '!he solution
with the correct vacuum has not yet been achieved.
'!he difficulties which occur when D t- 26 are ooviously
also very pertinent.

As we have already rrentioned, any approximate
solution of the theoxy without quarks can hopefully
be used as a starting-point for actual. Q.C.D., the
quarks being treated semi-pertumatively. 'Ib the
extent that the theory without quarks oorresponds
to the closed-string roodel, it might be expected that
the full theory corresponds to the open-string nodel,
t.he string being a flux tube between a 00 pair.
Gervais and Neveu shav that this is partly but not
canpletely correct, the difference being that the
quarks carry a finite arrount of m::m:mtum at the ends
of the string.

Disap?:arance of the Instanton Gas

I should nav like to rrention another IIDdel
calculation, this tine on a two-dimensional continuum
rrodel knONn as the a;>N-l nodel. It was perfoIned
by Witten3l with the aim of studying the importance
of instantons in a confired theory.

.£ = a n ~ a11n . +
11 1 1

(7)

(8)
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Use of the ~-l nodel as a "guinea-pig" for
Q.C.D. has been criticized and, at the rrarent, there
is no general agreenent on this question.

Approxilnation Scherre for Confinerrent

I should like to conclude by outlining an
approxilnation scheme for hadron~~ structure and con-
finerrent which I have protnsed. '!he fact that
light hadrons are not far CMay fran the linear
Regge trajectories due to the ccnfining forces sug
gests to us that the prcblems of hadron structure
and confinenent should be treated tCXjether. As our
scherre makes use of the Schwinger-Dyson equation,
I shall refer to a study of these equations ~
Anishetty, Baker, Ball, Kim and Zachariasen.

As usual we begin with Q.C.D. without quarks.
Our approadl is notivated by the vacuum instability,
i.e., the fact. that the vacuum energy is laYered
by giving the color magnetic field a non-zero
vacuum-expectation value. 'Ibis result was first
noticed, as far as I am aware, by Saviddy37 and
Wilczek38 and was studied in rrore detail by Nielsen
and Olesen. 39

A non-zero value of <1l> violates lorentz
invariance. We should like to suggest that the
vacuum instability inplies, not that the zero
frequency CXJll?OIlent is non-zero, but that the arrpli
tudes of the laY-frequency canponents are enhanced.
Such a feature is closely linked to confinerrent.

We wish to keep as close to the Nielsen-Olesen
calculation as pa3sible in order to d:>tain a man
ageable approxilnation. '!hey consider diagrams such

/

Stotic Field
I I I
I I I

I : :
I I JrGIUOn
I I . I Field
I I I

----"'Il~--~'--
(0 )

,,----- ... ,
/'"--... ,

//';-- ,~, ,.- ...., '\ ";---",,,
...!.....lL "I »'" ), )

(b)

(
Full Propagator

----r-1-[~~~e:ropogotor
\. /
'-'"

(e)

FIG. 8. Diagrams for the gluon propagation.

as Fig. 8 (a). \-le replace the static field by a
virtual field and, if we neglect non-planar diagrams,
we obtain the diagrams of Fig. 8 (b). In other words,
we have to solve the non-linear integral equation of
Fig. 8 (c). Faddeev-Popov ghosts may be included in
the cbvious way.

We are thus rrotivated tavards a particular
tnmcated fonn of the Schwinger-Dyson equations for
the gluon propagator. We have solved the equation
to about 5% accuracy using a desk canputer; we found
th~t a solution exists and that it behaves like
(p ) -2 at lav rocm:mtum. 'Ibis is the behavior which
naive paver counting associates with confinerrent.
'!he 5% error in our calculations could tnssibly have
misled us, but we believe that to be unlikely. It
appears to us that the Baker-Ball-Zachariasen
equations do not have a solution with a p.rre (p2)-2
behavior, but we should not like to assert this fact
too stron~ly.

A (p ) -2 singularity in rocm:mtum space corres-
ponds to a In x behavior at large distances in
coordinate space. With such a behavior, the first
tenn in the Wilson integral

(9)

is proportional to the area and independent of the
shape, in agreement with the conventional wisdan
about confinement.

In any approxilnation scherre in any field theory,
one has to make an asstlIlPtion about the n-point Green's
functions. The usual assunption that they are given
by the sum of discormected diagrams is not applicable
in a confined theory where clustering does not hold.
Instead we assune that the shape-independence of the
area-dependent tenn in (9), which resulted fran our
calculations, was not a coincidence and that it is
true for the Wilson loop as a whole. Such an assl.1llP
tion, tCXjether with the use of disconnected diagrams
for the non-leading tenrs at large distance, enables
us to calculate the Wilson-loop integral fran the
gluon propagator; the Wilson-loop integral is all
that is required for color-singlet quark calculations.
'lhe. assurrpticn of shape-independence inplies a form
exp {-const. A} for large Wilson loops, as may. be
seen by considering a loop consisting of two other
well-separated loops.

'!he Wilson-loop fonnula exp {-canst. A} tells
us that, for large separations, we may replace our
non-Abelian gluons by Abelian gluons whose propagator
behaves like 1n Ix I at infinity . Crossed and un
crossed diagrams must be included; the crossed
diagrams replace diagrams with interacting non
Abelian gluons. Neglect of crossed diagrams in the
confinerrent region is canpletely inadequate; such
diagrams daninate the higher terms in the expansion
of the ItVilson integral for large loops. Sunmation
of diagrarrs with crossed and uncrossed gluon lines
appears to be a fonnidable problem. Havever, it is
possible to approxilnate the area of the loop by a
kind of "non-covariant area, II and thereby to replace
the co-variant gluon propagator by a static potential
proportional to the distance. Corrections to this
approxilnation prc.bably involve the higher nodes of
the dual string, the static force .just rrentioned
corresponding to the zero node.

It is naY a straightforward matter to treat the
equations for the quark propagator and the 00 bound
state. Since., at large distances, we have a static
linear potential, it is not surprising that we obtain
traject~rieswhich rise linearly at large Q, and
E (Q, ex: E ). We take such trajectories to inply con
finerrent.
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OUr equations contain the passibility of chiral
symretry breaking I along the lines indicated by pre
vious workers. 40 ,41,42 ~fJe then cbtain a zero-mass
pseudo-scalar 00 bound state. If closed quark loops
are included the n aCXIUires a mass. In agreerrent
with Witten IS work, such a mass appears without ex
plicit intrexluction of instantons, and it is propor
tional to WI.

Fesearch supported by the National Science
Foundation urrler grant PHY77-23512.
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